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Background:
Diving Innovation in large scale biometrics
For over a decade Tiger IT has been working with advanced biometrics to create large scale, turnkey solutions for government and private organizations around the world. With a goal to offer top-performing products in an ever evolving field, we have adopted the philosophy of continuous improvement through rigorous R&D. Building on 20+ years of experience in biometric research, we deliver state of the art products and solutions that meets international standards and best practices.

Tiger IT End to End Solutions
Civil Registry
Civil Registry System retaining birth, death and marriage information and biometrics for all citizens

National ID & Voter Registration
End to end National ID & Voter Registration covering biometric enrollment, identity duplication, database management, ID personalization and lifecycle management

MRP & ePassport Issuance
MRP & ePassport Issuance system supporting ICAO & ISO standard photo and fingerprint capture, record management, passport printing and life cycle management.
High Security Driving License
High Security Driving License registration, examination management credential personalization, inventory management, shipment tracking, issuance and revocation tracking system for centralized and decentralized operations

Immigration & Border Control
Immigration & Border control system for arrival departure tracking, biometric identification and watch list management.

Vehicle Registration System
Comprehensive Vehicle Registration System supporting security plate production RFID tagging, registration smart card issuance, fitness inspection management and violation tracking

Criminal Automated Biometric Identification System
Criminal Automated Biometric Identification System with a comprehensive set of tools for crime scene investigation management, suspect booking, fingerprint, palms prints, facial image analysis, forensic data processing, criminal database search, and case analysis.

Competitive Edge
Builds on more than 20 years of experience in biometric research, algorithm innovation, data and signal processing and enterprise applications.
- Ongoing R&D on latent print and palm print identification, facial recognition, fingerprint recognition, iris matching and many more.
- Meets International standards; such as ISO, ICAO, and NIST benchmarks.
- Extensive experience with very large population datasets
- Proven experience of end to end management of large scale projects involving solution development, system integration, infrastructure setup and operations management
- Highly skilled professionals deployed worldwide

Nature of Business
Information Technologies & Computer